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AmtmQt
Application of the results of m investigation of
propagation on a charge-free helix, conducted at the
Hesearch Laboratory of Slsotronles at &.I.T. , has made
possible the construction of traveling-w&va amplifiers
that have a hi#ier stable gala than any of the earlier
tubes constructed at that laboratory, The principal design
changes Include a reduction in the mean diameter of the
helix and the use of a close-fitting glass tabs for support-
ing the helix, numerous mechanic*! difficulties,, primarily
in connection with the alignment of tube parts, presented
themselves* These were overcome well enough so that two
tubes, having nearly the esse performance, wer*? finally
built.
Oscillograms of the gain versus beam voltage charac-
teristic were obtained. These differ from similar oscillo-
grams obtained earlier in that they do not show the customary
interference pattern on either side of the principal gain
peak, fhey sleo show that an increase in the input power
causes an increase in the voltage ot optimum gain. The
curve of optimum voltage versus frequency is flat in the
operating region, which is between JJ^-OO and 9600 megacycles
per second.
Curves ot output power versus input power show that
the gain is nearly constant only for v^ry low values of
input power, &n& that saturation limits the maximum power
; . .
,
: o< ; mm.
output to about $Q atw. Maximum stable gains of About 23
fib over a bandwidth of aor« than 1200 megacycles per second
were obtained.
Measurements were made which indicate thsst there is a
change la phase shift of the output which is a linear func-
tion of the boss voltage. Ine res sing the beam voltage by
50 volts result® in a k radian decrease in the phase angle
by which the output lags the input. Converting this change
of phase shift to a change in the phase constant of the
growing wave provides a qualitative check 011 the theory.
A noise figure of 28 4b above &'£& was measured, this
noise figure is independent of the bean current which in-
dicates that the noise is probably due principally to
partition noise, since the percentage of beam current
arriving at the collector Is also nearly independent of
the total beam current, the results of an attempt to im-
prove the noise figure by means of positive feedback were





n format ion *
The travail .av»5 amplifier which offers possibilities
of high gain over wide bandvldths at microwave frequencies
la the subject of a developmental pr ra currently motive
at the its search Laboratory of electronics at M.I.i.
paper deals with the construction and psrfonsanee of tubes
which were built &3 a part of this pro , Chapter X esrves
as an introduction and describee the relationship of the
particular tubes studied to the a. Chapter IX
deals with the techniques used In constructing the tubes in-
cluding the numerous difficulties which *ere encountered,
while measurement; of tube performance, including interpreta-
tion of these measurements, are covered in Chapter III*
'*he operation of a traveling- amplifier ?aay be
considered as an extension of the principle of operation of
the cascade klystron. Consider a cascade klystron 1 ich
the nurebsr of resonant cavities is 1
,
and the drift
apace between cavities has tmen reduced to zero, so that the
interaction ep#ee between the beam end the r-f fi
existing in the cavities Is continuous. Then if the proper
coupling is provided between the cavities so that *e is
a constant phase delay between the fields existing in any

one cavity and the fields existing in the preceding cavity,
it sees a reasonable that the electron beam passing through
the interaction space will be subjected to a continuous
bunching action, and furthermore that there will be a con-
tinuous interchange of energy between the bean and the fields.
If the fields are giving up energy to the beam, the device is
a linear accelerator, whereas if the omm is giving up energy
to the fields, it is a traveling-wave amplifier.
Although the above analogy say be useful in bridging the
gap between klystrons and traveling-wave tubes, a more direct
statement of the essential elements of the principle of oper-
ation is desirable. ?his principle was first suggested by
aoapfner who pointed out that it is possible to achieve
amplifie*tion ty directing an electron beam along a wave-
guiding system, provided that the following conditions are
met. 1. The system must be capable of propagating a slow
mode so that the poAU velocity of propagation is nearly
equal to the velocity of the beam. 2. fhe slow wave propa-
gated oy the system must have a component of electric field
which ia eoline^r with the direction of .'notion of the beam,
since only by doing work, against an opposing field can the
beam electrons give up energy to the wave. *v@ral analyses
have since been made both for specific guiding systems and
for the general case of an unspecified guiding system. Most
of the analyses2*^ have been made under the assumption of
small signals, i.e., the change in the energy of any electron
is out a small part of the initial kinetic energy of the
electron. It is further assumed that in the absence of an
* Superscripts refer to bibliography.

electron bea« the eyateta is capable of prop
forward wave slth a propagation constant whose real part is
either negative or zero depending on whether the system is
assumed to be lossy or lossless. Under those conditions the
presenoe of sn electron oeaa of the proper velocity nvur the
system causes the single forward wave to bre^fc up into three
forwari waves end one r®v%rB* wave, the exact nature of the
propagation constants of these four wavea depends on whether
the systea is assumed to be lossy or lossless. In general,
the reverse wave and two of the forward waves are c 3ter-
ized by propagation senStants hsyln .ive real parts, so
that these waves are attenuated with distance along the system.
On the other hand, the propagation constant of the third
forward wave has a positive raal part, so that this wave
grows in itude as it propagat the system. /en
these conditions it is only necessary to pro /lie su le
ae&ns for introducing a signal onto the guiding system,
for removing the amplified wsvs from the systaa, in order to
construct s traveling-wave amplifier.
experimental itetft Previously 'ted.
nuaber of traveling-wave amplifiers have h^fin built
end their performance reported by v rious investigators.
ese tubes «ey be classifies according to the power level
and the noninal frequency : t which they 9. In $ener
all of the® are characterized by wide bandwidths ther
hi^j noise figures. i*he tubes with which this paper It
.-••
-<#w.
concerned are designed to operate at an output power level
of several nilllw&tts *nd at a frequency of about 9000
oeg^oyclea per second. A su y of the performance of
comparable tubes, as reported by other investigators, 1©
tabulated below. This table may be used to Integrate the
results reported herein with the general developaen-.
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The tubas reported on by Sehreiter ^ere developed under
the sftwe program a* the tub^s reported on In this paper.
Details of the change a in design which ^ere nade to in-
iree.ee the steble gain ^re given on page 13 below.
f rlnclpsl Peelffi Feftturg*.
"
The design of the tubes whose performance is reported
in this paper is patterned after a design first oublishad
9by Fierce *n& Field , which has become more or less con-














































































lft Figure 1 the guiding system consists of a single »ire
helix. Over the main portion of the hall* its pitch is held
as nearly constant ag possible. Sear the eaus, the helix
pitch is gradually increased to fora a smooth transition
between the helix proper and its extreoe ends. Ihe extreme
ends, which are pulled out fairly straight, are welded to
»atoning slugs. An electron $un ia provided at the In
end of the tube to supply an electron bean which is shot
through the inside of the helix .*long its longitudinal axis.
Ideally the entire beam should traverse the whole length of
the helix and he collected on the collector provided at the
output end of the tube. Actually this situation was not
achieved, a matter About which aore will be said later. As
shown in Figure l t the tube is inserted into a set of input
and output waveguide sections. ?he t&pared-pitch portion
of the helix enhances excitation of the desired slow mode,
while the slugs make it possible to sehieve a fair oaten
between the waveguide and the helix. A choke is provided
on the side of the waveguide away from the helix to reduce
the unieaired radiation into free space. A short section
of the helix is surrounded oy a lossy arterial in order to
reduce the tendency of the -tube to oscillate as a result of
internal feedback caused hj multiple reflections between
the output and the input.
There are two taajar differences in deal&n between these
tubes and the oreoeding tubes of this prograo whose perform-







anet is auamariied on 5 10 abov*. On© of these differ-
ences concerns the aean disaster of the helix which wr-s
reduced from about G.12p inches to about 0. inches. the
other difference concerns the configuration of the dielectric
material necessary to support the helix, since the helix
does not have enough Mechanical strength to support itself.
In the earlier tubes this dielectric aaterlal was in the fora
of four (ser&inic rode equally spaced around the outside of the
helix, In these tubes, support for the helix is provided by
a close-fitting glass tube *'hioh surrounds the helix. The
reasons for making these encages involve considerations of
gain, stability, and facility of construction.
The earlier tubes not only exhibited n zh+yr low gain
but ^?@re also unstable. This instability manifested itself
in the form of uncontrollable oscillations srhich red in
spite of the presence of lossy material which h&& been placed
along the helix for the express purpose of preventing such
oscillations. It appeared that the oscillation wave!
-is
were eoaevh&t greater than the signal wavelength. aw in
order to hi ve oscillations at any articular wavelength there
aust he gain at wavelength, according to the theory,
gain can be realized only when the beaa velocity is ver^f
nearly equal to the phase velocity of the wave ^ith the besa
absent, This reasoning led to an investigation of the effect
of dielectric supports on the -c velocity of 8 vf







tion ore summarized here to explain the reasons for asking
the design changes mentioned above.
figure 2 shows curves of phase velocity as s function
of frequency for various dielectric eupporte. Ihe operat-
ing point of the earlier tubes corresponded roughly to
point 1 of curve 3. Ule&rly when the beam velocity w&s
adjusted to ace gain at the frequency corresponding to
point 1, the tube should also exhibit gain at the somewhat
lower frequency corresponding to point 2. fhe question
then arise a whether gain and oscillations are equally
prooa 'die at both points 1 and 2. ^ure }, which shows
curves of the theoretic Uft per unit length as a func-
tion of frequency, indie* tee that the gain at point 2 of
curve 3, /iesure 2% should be somewhat greater than the gain
at point 1 of the same curve. In the case of oscillations
it should be recalled that oscillations require soate sort of
feedback. It is therefore necessary to ermine whether this
feedback is also equally probable at points 1 and „ ye-
i junctions adjusted for a fair match at the frequency
of point 1 will surely exhibit a bad ffllsaatoh at the fre-
quency of point 2, with the result that the Utude of
the reflection coefficients st the waveguide Junctions will
be nearly equal to ons. email/ the attenuation of the
reflected wave will be less at the frequency of point Z be-
cause it is generally true thst attenuation In any such
system increases with increasing frequency* LI these fee-
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the earlier tubes oscillated at wavelengths somewhat longer
than thst of the signal
«
Assuming that the nbovQ explanation la essentially
correct, two procedures suggest themselves, e&oh of which
should result In Increased dllty, The first of these
le to support the helix In such a way that the diaperfive
chsrweter of a helix in free space is retained,
of Figure 2 indicates that this can be accomplished If t
helix is supported by a thin dielectric shell. At 9000
megacycles p^r second it is impractical to us« a thin shell
because the relative well thickness of glass tubing increases
rapidly with decreasing bor figure k shows that for a
thick dielectric shell the phase velocity curve in the fre-
ousney region of interest becomes flat, * situation which
is Just a* bad as, if not worse than, the dip in the phase
velocity curve of a helix supported by rod» t see curve B9
Figure 3. The second procedure is to resolve the question
of helix support on the grounds of faoility of construction
while reducing the helix disaster so as to increase the gain
per unit length in accordance with Figure 3» Under this
scheme the oaxlauia gain should occur at frequencies at which
the waveguide Junctions are fairly well fastened, tnce sows
j^eln should occur at frequencies outside the bandwidth of
the Junctions, this scheme requires that some lossy material
be inserted along the helix to counteract the La at thsse
out-of-bandwidth frenuencies, and make the tube etable, £he










8net result of this procedure should he an increase in the
stable positive j^ain Wv.t could be realised. The tubes re
ported on herein wer* constructed in accordance with this
second procedure.
third design change froia the former tuoes consisted
of inere&aing the number of helix turns p*T Inch correspond-
ing to the decrease in helix diameter. This was done so the
tubes *ould operate ©t epproxiaateif the same »coeler*ting
voltege as the fonaer tubes. Severs! other minor seehtmi
changes were neeeeeary &a © result of the principal changes
enumerated soove. Details of the actual construction, in-






A l&Vgt number of mechanical proaleme were encountered
in the construction of tubss which exhibited enough positive
gain to make Measurements of their performance worthwhile.
In spite of experience gained with Her tu&es, the first
six tuoee constructed in this series were all failures,
mechanical problems war® aggravated toy the reduction in the
helix diameter since this required that all parte become
correspondingly smaller. Bee alignment problem was is
worse *# the omission of the dielectric rods, which had
served to align the tube components in earlier tunes. Con-
siderable progress ^as made in the solution of these problems
but additional refinements in construction technique are
still needed. I'clfic items which require mo. .tantlen
are discussed in Chapter IV.
1 aetron 'inn.
£he electron gun used in these tubes Is of t : erce
11
type . In order to expedite construction of the tubes It
we a decided to u&e an existing sum design, even though the
gun itself h&d not been tested experimentally »t the time
construction work was started. t tied by
&. Lally closely following the techniques employed by
12
L. A, Karris In designing the gun used in the earlier
1•
tuoea of this program.
Shis gun was designed to give of cathode current
at l^OO volts. A§ a result of the earlier worK it was
pec ted that about $0% of this currant would actually leave?
the gun. 'Hie first gun teatad gave 2 ma of o&thode current
»t 2000 volts of which only 0.*V ma left the gun. x>r
performance *a« attributed to the f*ot that the hole in the
anode ^s too small. Thl* hole was eal id from 0.035
inchee to 0.0?0 inchee and on the next test at 2000 volts the
.*« 2»0 aa of cathode current, of which 0.2 aa left the
n.
-,is indicated that something wae drastically wrong with
the gun so another checJk. ma* made on the design. It waa
Uscovared that in machining the cattooda electrode on a pro-
file cutter, no allowance had been made for the finite radius
of the cutting tool. Thus, although the center of the tool
followed the desired profile, the shape of the finished elec-
trode was considerably in error. A new plot of the contour
to be followed by the profile cutter waa made, with due allow-
ance for the radius of the tool, The next teat showed a
cathode current of 3-6 ma at 1^00 volts of which 1.6 *a l**ft
the gun. the next modification attempted, in order to improve
gun performance, was the replacement of the previous heater
by a non-inductive type heater. This ami done to pr$vmnt t
heater magnetic field from interfering with the gun action.
When tested at 2100 volts the gun then drew 6.0 ma of o&thod*
current of which 3.5 ma left the gun. Cathode current fell
to an unuaably low value f fter this tube ha tea operated
ml
'
only a short time. £hie was attributed to lmprop tiva-
tion of the cathode with the new non-inductive heater, since
the cathode was so enclosed that the emitting surface could
not he seen during &etiv«tion, &n& there w*s no **ay of know-
ing when the proper activation temperature had bean reached.
The gun was again modified by drilling holes in the cathode
electrode, and by enlarging the existing holes in the
sleeve. These holes served a twofold purpose by permitting
direct viewing of the emitting surface dttrln ctivation,
and by permitting faster pumping of the inside of the gun.
The latter feature was of importance because there was reason
to relieve that the small pumping channels originally pro-
vided were resulting in a certain amount of self-polsonlng
of the cathode during activation, fter this final modifi-
cation the gun drew o*b ffl* of cathode currant at 2000 volts
of which 3.0 wa left the gun. 1 though this was still
considerably pooi*«r performance than had been anticipated,
the current available fro® the gun was now adequate for the
problem at
Helix.
The helix was formed by winding six-all tungsten wire
onto a smooth -pieec of O.Q^S inch drill rod. fhe winding
was performed by turning the rod in » lathe and feeding the
wire onto the rod by means of a special jig fastened to the
lathe carriage, the wire was kept under about 40 pounds
tension during the winding. Immediately after winding, while
- '
*m
the wire was still under tension, the ends were securely
olaaped. The helix snd rod wers then fired at scout 7^0° C
for about 5 minutes in &n atmosphere of hydrogen, **hout
half of the helices became so brittle that they broke very
•sally &n& could not be rs&oved frois the rods. &ven after
the others had been removed from the rods there was still
the problem of pulling out the ends to form the transition
section between the matching slug and the main portion of
the helix. It was found that a better procedure was to for®
the transition section before the helix was fired, and 1
«ethod was finally used. The first helices wen? wound at
6** turns per inch with the result that interaction took
ee at beam voltages of 1200 to 1300 volts, this was
later changed to *4-6 turns per inch so that interaction would
take pluce »t between 1S00 and 1900 volts, ^hich corresponded
to a better r&nga of operation for the gun. After the helix
had been prepared, it i?as inserted into a glass tube which
was to serve as its support in the finished tube, and the
assembly was examined under a tooljaak«r*s microscope for
uniformity of pitch, if this examination revealed that the
helix pitch was uniform to 1 1>, the helix was ready for
insertion in the tube.
•leleotrlo Shell .
The dielectric shell used to support the helix consists
simply of a glass tube which Is centered in the envelope by
spacers. In the first few tubes no intentional loss was
WTO! | ';.,.
«*
added to reduce the tendency of the tubes to osci i, ice
oscillations did occur it h-ss necessary to put la some added
lose. The insertion loss of a helix with its matching slugs
anas measured as 16 db. Petnti x>ut one Inch of the outside
of ths glass shell ufith Aouatdag inoreaeed this Insertion loss
to 2"5 db. Inftrs -:*lng the length of this painted section h&&
no further effect on the Insertion loss. Laos this amount
of loss di<a not *«r to be adequate, a section one-half inch
long of the Inside of the shell vas fttia aitfe Aqundsg which
Increased the Insertion loss to 3!> db. iting was ac-
complished by squirting the A 1 *ig Inside th<? shell *it
long eyedropper, end then war -ay the execs* by ; ng
the shall vertically into « beaker of water, Sona of the
tubes treated In this issnner showed any signs of oscillating.
n»r Coupling .
There are a number of requirements on the arrangements
uaed to couple r»f power into and out of the tube,
should be staple enough so that the tube can be inserted Into
or removed from an r-f line at will* Ihey should be broa4-
band In order that the tube be broadband, sad also In oraer
to minimize the reflections which cause oscillations. ay
should excite- principally the required slow mode of propaga-
tion on the helix, and a minimum of the fast .'.odes which the
helix is also oa^n >le of supporting. Their r Into
apace should be a minimum so I -vrave m. 'amenta
in the input ut Hue will be a in oT the
:- I
MiMS a.A
amount of coupling. Finally, any additional part© Invol/ed
in providing the coupling should b& heldi In place rigidly
enough id that they are unable to move about and thus upset
the uniformity of the helix pitch*
The coupling used in these tubes is patterned after an
p.rrr-ngement first used at the M JOrte Laboratories^.
Considerable time iffit effort was devoted to aa attempt to
design the slugs so that the assembly of slugs, helix, &nd
inner glass tub* would form a rigid structure, th- ious
es of - " • tried ar® shown in Figure 5. Of these
tut discarded because of the difficulty of cutting the slot
in the glass tube through which the helix wire was to be led
in order to weld the wire to the slug. The type shown in
(b) was discarded <Ueeauss the helix wire was too brittle to
be formed into the sharp bent:! at the point vfh@r% the wire was
to be welded to the sir The one sJ in (c) was discarded
because it proved to be I :*row band and also too ©*.
sltive to the position of the tube in th* waveguide section.
ter this series of fittempts the requirement that the slugs
and the Inner glass tube form a rigid fessembly waa abandoned,
and It was decided to design In such a nanner that the? gun
and the collector assembly wen ush against the slugs
thus hold them in place.
I the measuresents of the matching properties of the
slugs mentioned above mere saade hy simp&j .ing the V-.
<?t several frequencies as a function of the slug position,















































VARIOUS METHODS PROPOSED for OBTAINING MECHANICAL
RIGIDITY between MATCHING SLUG and INNER GLASS TUBE
Figure 5

method provad to be v-sry tedious and the results were not at
#11 consistent* A much quic&er method of checking the match-
ing qualities of ft slug »ae then devised using the set-up
shown in Figure 6. Here a frequency modul&ted signal wag
introduced into a *aa$ic tee. One arm of the tec was terminated
in a flat load, another arm was terminated with the waveguide
section in which the slug under teat was placed, and the re-
maining arm was terminated in a crystal holder. The output
froa the crystal was placed on the vertical deflection plates
of « cathode ray oscilloscope. The horizontal sweep was
driven by the same voltage used to produce the frequency
modulated signal. In this way the slug could be quickly placed
in the position which gave the minimum vertical deflection on
the oscilloscope, and the effect of saaall changes in slug
position coula be quickly determined.
the first slug tested in this manner and used in the
first few tubes is shown in figure 7 {*)• ^hia seemed to
have good frequency and positional characteristics but wee
eventually discarded for the following reasons. In the first
place, it could not be made in one piece but had to be made
in two pieces. 'Hie two pieces could not be welded together
so an attempt was made to hard solder them, aince the slug
Itself was mtt&e of stainless steel and the post was made of
tungsten, it was first necessary to put ft light nlofcel plate
on the two pieces in order to do the hard soldering. This
entire procedure *as so clumsy thet it was abandoned and
another method was tried which involved using a center punch
** <!»**• J ;OMC >DOit?ft* ft tO
r>o*u o&fttflov sEint or
• «W lift* I X*AO»
m •& off ;-•*. »6*a od 9oa /
•Ami i • ?s ' • *7. f »•?
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to fore* the side of the al«8 down on the post as shown in
Figure 7 (b). mis too was abandoned because the punch
aarks deforced the side of the slu« so that It was no
longer a good fit in the envelope. Xn the second plnee,
this type slug was also poor electrically. An understanding
of this defect requires first that m explanation be made
of the choke which is provided to reduce radiation into
space. Figure 6 shows how this choke is torf*G<L* It con-
sists of a '.ucrtar-wave section of coaxial line terminated
In an open circuit. The coaxial line is made up of the slug
aa an inner conductor, a ring soldered on the waveguide as
an outer conductor, and the tube envelope as a glass dielec-
tric, the ohoke action is that the open circuit at point A,
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WAVEGUIDE JUNCTION SHOWING CHOKE
Figure 8
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S9 that the wav-egulde ottf M though the hoi* in Its aide
were not present. Considers tione of B*eehanio&l strength
aade it necessary that the diaaeter of the envelope be so
large that the ooAxlal line formed by the glug end the ring
waa c la of ptep&g&%im$ not only the rave but ale©
the £%^ w&ve. ?he non-syBssetry of the slug with it© poet
on one tide exeited the f&xx **v* ln ^e c^°k£ ^ con-
siderable extent. A* & rueult the choking aetion was so
poor that the power radiated into spaoa was only abaut 5-$ db
below the power incident on the Junction. This I .at
with the eli Justed for a g It was no indication
that all the Incident po«W ws.« actually being transmitted
onto the helix.
Ihe type of slug thet «as finally adopted Is shown in



















below the power incident on the Junction ane the Junction
exhibits a reasonably good aateh ( loss than 3.5 between
3.1 *nd 3-^ cis.). The mKfcoh roaliseable with this slug Is
not too sensitive to the position of the tube. -tally, a
slug of tills type la nachlnable in on© piece, and there is
no necessity .for m? clumsy brazing operation or any defora-
iHfe- fchlflg operation*
slops -ligruaent.
The omission ot the dielectric rods which had served to
align the components of t levlous tubes taade it mmemry
that the alignment bo provided by the envelope Itself. The
preei&ioa of alignment necessary to direct a beam of electrons
through & helix £.75 inches long end having an inside diameter
of 0, inches required that the tube parts be constructed
with quits siaall tolerance*. In fact, the problem was not
fully appreciated at first but b& caste apparent as experience
was gained In the construction of the tubes. Ev«n then, in
spite of using the greatest csre in keeping the tolerances
as saall a* possible, only a fair amount; of success wag ob-
tained, in that at best only about 6o> of the current leaving
the gun arrived at the collector.
A basic difficulty encountered in Baking the envelopes
was the noa-unlfomity of the eosiseroially available glass
tubing. This was aggravated by the necessity for providing
sufficient olet ranee between glass and »etal parts to allow
for expansion of the aetal during the "bake-out* and during


















METHODS USED for ALIGNING.
ELECTRON GUN in ENVELOPE
Figure 10

-Figure 10 (a). Here the snout on the gun, projecting Into
• small ssotloa df tk m* s-uppoged to hold the
gun in the proper al su. i*irut tube of this tyi>e
had too close e fit oetween t iout and %• .is ^ith
!• result that the tube or < d at the ring seal dur-
*b&ke~out". r tube was built with enough clear-
ance for expansion, the gun was out of line aft4 el«o free to
wobble. • jjsult of the gun 1 e being out of line jaost of
the current flowed to the slug Instead of needing do*n
the helix* result of the le, the c le lead,
alth;?- properly welded to the ©atfoode, simply led out
a portion of th« jhode wall o^usi open circuit in the
tube. i of theee problems ^ere solved by changing the
envelope to the design shown in figure 10 {©) H^r^ the
envelope w®e dimpled onto a special hn-rd ©arooa Jig ^ith the
-aplee pieced so th rlaelp&l urt for the gun was
located nmr the rear portion of the gun, this n
it wa» possible to achieve good 6 end still provide
the clearance necessary to allow for « slon«
* ocuetn^.
longitudinal m**.gn>; tic field, supplied by • long
solenoid into which the tune was inserted, served to keep
the beam from diverging due to apaos charge forces within
the beam. is arrangement is conventional for traveling-
wave tubes. jQjerlence showed, ho^ev?r, tfetat the field of










gun so that there was appreciable divergence of the beaa
even before it passed throu^i the first slu - overcome
thie it was necessary to provide an fcddltloiuCI ig rl
in front of the gun, as shown in figure 11* ns pre-
vented the beais frojs diverging initially, out at the aaiae
time the field fro® the lens extended into the gun *md upset
the electrostatic focusing oi the bean inside the gun.
beet re cult e were obfcalnt: making the face of the lens
near the . <f & rangnetlo »al L, teel, while the other
face was seade of brass, .esent provided a con-
tinuity or i tic field between the lens and the aain
eolenoi , md At t .*me tiae shielded the gun froa the
magnetic field* itfe this c Uon it wae possible to
collect about \m% a*, of current on the collector out of a
total of 2*$ aa. leaving the gun.
?M
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Information,
total of eight tubes wcr^ built In this series,
limited amount of data was obtained froia tube % up to the
time it became unusable due to an open circuit at the cathode.
Most of the measurements were made on tube 7, although enough
data were obtained on tube & to Indicate good correspondmica
between these two* LI the others wer. oowplete failures.
Effect of Voltage on <*aln.
M » fixed frequency the gain versus beam voltage char-
acteristic is readily obtained* A 60 cycle voltage is ueed
to sweep the \m&m voltage about the point of maximum gain,
and also to provide the horizontal sweep of ft oathode rsy
osoiilo scope. lying the rectified output of the tube
to the vertical deflection plates, the gain versus voltage
characteristic may be viewed directly on the oscilloscope,
The oscillograms shown in figure 12 were obtained In
this manner. 'f&e curves of figure 12 (a) apply to tube 7
of this series, ^r^ curve A was obtained at an input power
of about one microwatt, while curve B wag obtained at an
input power of about 2$ mw. For both these curves the hori-
zontal sweep represents a 600 volt change in beam voltage.
Iha vertioal scale was not calibrated, but it was necessary
to introduce about 30 db loss a.he&& of the crystal In order
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on the oscilloscope. Comparison of these curves indicates
that the voltage of optimum gain Is about SO volts higher at
the higher level of input power. Although It 1® not sho^n
In Figure 12, it was noted during the course of these meas-
urements that there is no appreciable change in the voltage
of optimum rain until the input power exceeds About 5 »*•
Xherw is a significant difference between the low-level
characteristic of tube 7, curve A Figure 12 (»), and the
corresponding characteristics observed by other investigators,
fhis difference is r^nt by comparison with figure 12 (b),
which applies to one of the earlier tubes of this program,
Notice the wiggles on either side of the principal gain peak
of this curve, flheae wiggles &re predicted by the email-
signal theory as the result of interference between the three
forward '#ave*s which can exist in the presence of an electron
beam, theoretical gain vs, voltage characteristics showing
this interference effect have been plotted • ils effect has
invsrl&bly bsen present in the characteristics of other tubes,
even lAoXttdlAg the short-lived tube k of this merles. The
wiggles are not present, however, in the tube 7 characteristic,
nor in the tube & characteristic, which is not shown. This
must be due to the nature and location of the lossy section
built into tubes 7 and $ 9 since the principal difference
between them and tuba H is that the latter did not have any
lossy section, 2bc absence of an interference pe item cannot
be explained simply ity the f*ct that a lossy section was in-








also had a lossy section, but It was of a different form.
There the lossy notarial was pointed on the four ceramic
rods used to support the helix, m& the loss was therefore
discontinuous around the helix per. -y. In tubes 7 &**&
5 the loss is continuous around the helix periphery. if*
thermore, in these latter tubes the lossy emotion ie some-
what nearer the input end* whereas in the earlier tube it
was located midway along the helix, 0t\($ or both of these
differences vast be responsible either for a acre complete
attenuation of the non-groTvin. rms, or for a decreased
excitation of them in the portion of the helix following
the loss,
*• turn now to the curve of optimum beam voltage as a
function of frequency for low-level operation, According
to ffesj theory, this curve should be of the same form as the
curve of phase velocity versus frequency, see Figures 2. and
k. I available oscillator covers a bandwidth of about
1200 megacycles per second, which Is only about 1J>)S of the
nominal operating frequency. Measurements were made which
indicate that the beam voltage versus frequency curve is
flat over the operating r of fre Cles covered by the
oscillator, this is shown in Figure 13, which also shows
the effect of helix pitch on optimum boa® voltage. In t
cose of tube 4, which did not have any lossy section, -gome
additional points ^ere obtained fay measuring the oscillation
velength. There is good correspondence between the fc


































































frower Output &n& Sain eta Fixed Fre, j teney.
The set-up used for maJtia
:
Iftese measurements Is shown
schematically in figure 1^, and photographically In Figure
1^. #0*?«r from the oscillator is fed Into a magic tee where
it divides equally between two of the awe, One of these
eras ia connected to a thermistor mount at point A, Figure
1H-, while the other is connected to the input of th« tmvel-
ing-wave amplifier. elotted section Is essential on the
amplifier side of the tee to adjust the match at the ware-
guide Junction, the output of the amplifier is connected
to a second thermistor ®ount at point B t Figure I 1*. Cali-
brated attenuators, placed in front of each thermistor mount,
penal t operating each mount, with Its associated bridge, in
the range of best accuracy* -afore any measurements were
made the amplifier was replaced by the second thermistor
mount and measurements were made to verify that the sane
assount of power was actually coming out of each arm of the
tee, the set-up was then reassembled and jaeaaureaants nade
by simply varying the power entering the magic tee, and
reading the input and output directly on the bridges.
the results are shown in the curves of Figure 16.
Actually, the gain is nearly constant for input power levels
of about 100 microwatts or less, but the gala falls off
quite rapidly as the tube becomes saturated* A highly satu-
rated region is finally reached where an increase in the
input power causes a decrease in the output power, ^ote
that the beam voltage was m ined at the optimum value
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in accordance with the conditions which would prevail if
the tube were to be used as a low-level amplifier. It was
pointed out in the preceding section that the voltage of
optimum gain does not change appreciably until the input
power exceeds about 5 saw. Bote that the maximum power out-
put corresponds to an input power of about 2.5 n»w. There-
fore, we are Justified in comparing the measured maximum
power output with the theoretical maximum power output which
is calculated below.
Since there are msnj factors that &re not known, and
since the theory is only approximate, our calculation can
hardly be more than a good guess, "e expect, however, that
our comparison will show correspondence at least as to order
of magnitude. This computation is in accordance with the
2
procedure outlined by Pierce . *t with the known con-
ditions of tube operation which are, in lierce's notation,
V m 18^0 volts,
IQ * 2.0 ma (this is a compromise value arrived at from
the measured values of helix current * 1.0 ma and
collector current 1.5 ffl*),
<*> * 5.63 x 10
10
rad./sec,
fi • "7~- l- g7 * 10 rad, /meter, and
a * O.O32 inches.
We assume that the helix is lossless, and that the tube it
operated at synchronous velocity.
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4absolute voltage level may be 10 or store volte In error.
With the mechanical position of all parts, including attenu-
ator settings, held fixed, the electrical length of all the
elements except the amplifier, is constant for any one fre-
f
jncy. *y shift in the location of the minima must
therefore be due to a change in the electrical length of
amplifier. iUnce the mechanical length of the amplifier
is also a constant this change in phase shift can be in-
terpreted as a change in the phase constant of the amplified
wave. A sample calculation of change in phase shift for a












Let wave traveling to left be Ae"^g*»
* * • * right * Be+J/^g* -J0,
where
g « phase constant in the slotted section, and
phase angle by which wave B lags wave A.
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Assume that the attenuators have been set so that A « B.
Choose coordinates so that the sum of the waves is z,ero at
L m q for all values of time.
Then A(e-^° e*J0 '&) - 0, (l)
and * (2n+l)fl7 {2)
For a change in the phase shift A$ 9 the minimum will shift
by an amount z so the sura of the waves may he written as
Therefore
~flif
-fit* + f> +A fi*{2x*l)f7 (*)
>tracting (?) from ( !s-) gives
-2/0Bz +A0
a 2(»-n)lT" (3)
or A - ^2g* 2(m-n)^T
For Afi -O fr> m « n, end ^ « 2/3K*«
w« now apply this result to solve for A correspond-
ing to a typical o jserve4 value of z. For the dominant wave
in a rectangular wave^guide fille ,th air
ire
^ « wavelength in free space, and
b « wide dimension of the waveguide.
The known conditions of operation for a typical case are
z * 0.29 cm,
b a 0.9 inches, and
A * 3.130 cm.
at o<
tsz ones el ie lo aim
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radians.
Is no adequate theory for the c*^e of a lossy
helix so «t cannot raeke • ntitative cheek between the
observed and computed values °* vMr* • oan aa^« a qu&li-A *o
feive check by proeeedin follows. From the .one
Is known that «*&» ^ therefore , since we have chosen
I
S AV ^°* ^Ut^0 »8 ^ P *34^t 1t
where >o£ M . « incremental constant of the growing
in the tube,
zt m length of the tube.
Apt
Since z$^0, * |/ ^Q which agrees Qualitatively with the
°
13theory for a lossless helix
t tempts to measure change In phase shift &a a function
of input power level were rather unsuccessful. ) minima
could not be obtained st all power levels for the same set-
tings on the variable attenuators. Any changes In these
tors also Introduce phase shift of &n unknown amount.
in ition to this, when a reflex klystron is operated nesr
its maximum power output, any siaall change in the power out-
put causes a change in the frequency, i^ue to the rather long
electrical length of the amplifier and the waveguide, any
change in frequency will upset measurements of change in
phase shift by this method completely. The meager data that
were obtained indicated that the change in phase shift as a
-V
A'









8function of beam voltage Is rather independent of power level,
and that for m constant oeaja vol , the change in $h&,&*
shift as a function of power level is quite small.
Boise y insure •
ftoise figure measurements were ms.de using the set-up
shown schematically in Figure 2*4- ? end photograph leally In
Figure 25. The output from the tube is fad into ft conven-
tional superheterodyne radar receiver employing * crystal
mixer. She output of the receiver is fed into e type A/H
oscilloscope, A type 1^6 U/P signal generator is used to
furnish a series of frequency modulated pulses, r-
»tor includes e thermistor or- calibrated attenuators
so that the peak power in the pulse oan be set accurately.
The procedure is to turn up the receiver gain until about
one-half inch of nol*e aars on the oscilloscope. Then the
signal generator Is set so that the pulse is Just discernible
in the noise, 'fhis corresponds to an output signal-to-noise
ratio of one. tc signal power necessary is
condition is noted and the ure for the entire system
is simply the ratio lliEL «££
# ^eP@
& « ImJ&xlQT"** Joules p^T degree absolute,
X « Absolute tei ture of system taken
as 300°, and
: fective Ha of the system
which in this case is taken as 2x10
,































































































































































Since the dial of the signal generator reads in dh below *
milliwatt it Is convenient to convert KTfl to 110. S db below
a Milliwatt. The noise figure in db for the system is then
found by merely subtracting the dial reading from 11Q.&.
The formula for finding the noise figure Fj_ of the first of
« series of eleaents In c&sc«ae, *fc*a the overall noise
figure is *nown, is ^ « f - (y i
where F » Noise figure of entire system,
Fg * Molse figure of entire system with the first
element omitted, and
O^ m ^over gain of the first element.
since the tube oeing e© • & po^er gala of over 10,
olearly the noise figure of the tube is simply the noise
figure of the entire system of which the tube is the first
element.
Figure 26 shows the noise fi$ur® for various values of
totsl beam current. For these s the total bees
current was varied by puttin 51ve voltag* on the
cathode electrode. l!he components of the to oise gener-
ated in the tube are shot noise -.partition noise. *ot
noise depends on the ae&nitudo of ile
rtltion noise depends on th ^aont&ge of the bea& cur-
rent getting through to the collector. It >s that the
principal noise source in this tub** is the partition noise
since the percentage of beam current getting through to the
collector is nearly independent of the magnitude of the beam
current.
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NOISE FIGURE and GAIN as c FUNCTION of
TOTAL CURRENT LEAVING GUN







tests, which were by no mesne exhaustive, were Bade of
e scheme for improving the nolae figure by the use of poei-
e feedback, the basic set-up for .uring noise figure
was modified as shown by the Unas of Figure : The
•oeedure here is to adjust t -After in the feed-
beck line so as to tt&ximlse 1* . ve
inert- sr out : noise, which
completely random, should be footed by &ny phase shift
introduced in the feedback line. It is expected that the
net result would be &n lieproi % in the noise figure. "The
results obtained '.ive. Xt to maximize
the signal using ?joaltlvs feed' n&t under these condi-
tions fehe noise finjure was the Cor ,. dy
adjusting the e shifter for feedback it was
possible to awake the noise figure somewhat » than for
no feedback. tim®r m editions t&w lifter did
exhibit an effect on She noise which is contrary to expecta-
tion*. **o ex;,l cf this effect e&n 'be given at this
time.
r**u sdJ anivox.fal tot P r*fi
•tu^ll: asloii ^ni*ci/e esci «x©t qu-Sta diaad e ,.«o so £>**-'}
•vis to »J M ^
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verification o f the fheory«
The be sic problem undertaken was to realise an increase
in stable gain over that exhibited by the earlier tubes of
the program. ?hat this «s accomplished In two similar
tubes provides additional verification of the theory, &n&
indicates increased under kg of the factors which pri-
marily control gain and stability, fhe measurements of the
effect of beam voltage on the phase velocity of the growing
wave serve as a qualitative check on one p*:. rcicul&r aspect
of the theory. Although this effect been noted earlier,
there is no prior record of careful measurements of this
effect extant in the literature. ?he theory, as now under-
stood, applies primarily to small-signal operation. The
effect of higher level operation on optimum bears voltage
and the saturation effect, which were noted, icted
by the present inadequate largc-si&nal theory. en the
present small-signal theory is inadeou^te in that it does
not predict the nature, amount, and location of the inten-
tional loss, introduced to suppress oscillation, for
optimum performance, 'fha decision to use concentrated
loss, both inside an6. outside the dielectric 1, and
located somewhat nmr*r the input end of the helix, m^tt
based on qualitative thinking and on unpublished informa-










no reason to believe that the optima® loss conf igurstlon
wag used. It Is clear t v t is
superior to that used in the earlier %ube® since the os-
cillations were eomplet«l^ suppressed.
Limi tations.
The principal limitations of these tubes for low-level
operation are the high noise figure and the bulk of the
auxiliary items such as focusing colls &nc\ xLies.
The letter is not serious but Is- fcer of en-
gineering design. Just how serious foraer is will
be known until the design is perfected to % oint that
shot noise end partition noise are at an irreducible alni-
concerted effort should be made fcc *e elec-
tron gun design. The ^n should not be considered al«
out the gun and the beast focusing out aide the g? be
treated as ft composite probles. An improve ati focus-
ing coiabin&ti' Serially in seducing the par-
tition noise.
Improvements Are possible in she design of the r-f
coupling between the helix an ? external circuits,
•eifically, these couplings should be si&de acre broad-
ad, fhey should be &•signed so that the tube ©an be
reiaoved or Inserted at will, but in such a wanner that upon





securely established* Bis design should be such that
redi&tion .Into sp&oe is nearly soual to mro.
Further measurements of the effect of positive feed-
back shoi- ? made to «?pt&bll8h the m&xXmi* £&ln
that can be attained, and the effect on b&nd^idth. The
incomplete data that were obtained in connection with the
effect of feed**ok on noise indicated that under certain
conditions there wag a oh in the noise as a result
of change* in the e shift of the fee lin ,1s
would not be expected of noise that is lately random.
Cereful Investigation of this : tnon may n souse
useful information at to the noise sources in the tube,
study should be made of the .. osslollltles of aodu-
Isting a traveling-wave amplifier, ?he usefulness of phi
»o f,ion, which is possible hy varying t» xitage,
should, he investigated. As a variation of this the ampli-
fier slight be converted to a stable oscillator \^ the use
of controlled fee&b&c£ t end an investigation made of the
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